In Task 1 there is a sentence:

Here is an example of equivalent calls to if and my-if that behave exactly the same, in terms of output:

It should be calls to and and my-and.

For Task 3, it says you used array and getElement, but above the tasks section it states that we cannot use lists or arrays.

---

Subject: Re: Errors in Assignment 1
Posted by ldsth on Fri, 19 Aug 2016 20:05:40 GMT

Fixed.

In task 3, you may use array and getElement (but as noted, they are not necessary).

---

Subject: Re: Errors in Assignment 1
Posted by ldsth on Fri, 19 Aug 2016 21:31:08 GMT

I removed the reference to a recurrence.

I will generate some sine wave images that correspond to the scaling and add them this weekend.